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Aptitude Section:

1. The sharp decline in the mortality since 1941 shows that who argue that the introduction of 

    new chemicals has caused serve health problems are mistaken from 1940-1979, the average

    United States population increased from 63.6 to 73.6 years, and

    the total age adjusted death rate declined by forty five percent, including decline in every age, 

    sex and racial group. There were also the years in which there was a dramatic increase in the 
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A) The increase in life expectancy in the United StatesB) The growth in the average life expectancy in the United States cannot be 
attributed to any single factor , but is a general phenomenon.
C) The increase in life expectancy would not have been greater if there had not been an increase in the use of chemicals.
D) Growth in the use of chemicals was a crucial factor in the development of industry from 1940-1979.

2. There is a family of six persons P,Q,R,S,T and U.They are Lawyer, Doctor, Teacher, 

    Salesman,Engineer and Accountant. There are two married couples in the family. S, the 

       

    Accountant is the son of Q and brother of T. R, the Lawyer is the daughter-in-law of P.

    T is the unmarried Engineer. P is the Grandmother of U. Which is the profession of P?
    b)Teacher

3. There are 6 volumes of books on a rack kept in order(i.e vol.1, vol.2 and so on). Give the 

                        An even numbered volume is at vol.5's place.

Find the order in which the books are kept now.
  a)2,5,1,3,6,4

4.Examine carefully the following sequence of numbers:
     1
     11
     21
     1211
     111221
     312211
     13112221
     1113213211
     31131211131221
     13211311123113112211

   hint: ( in first row one 1, in 2nd

Although the sequence appear to behave totally at random, In fact , after the first sequence, each sequence is constructed in a precise and 

methodical way based on the previous one. What is the next sequence?

a)11322212311233113232211211                  b)11131221133112132113212221
c)11131221133112221132122211                  d)11131221133312112211321222

5.. I) C is father of N but N is not son of C.
      II) M is daughter of B and sister of P.
      III) P is brother of N.
      

a) N is brother of P        b) B has three children     c) N is younger to P   d)B has

6. Divide 30 by half and add 10. what is the new number

      C) 70  D) 80

7. theme detection of a paragraph.( sorry I didn�t the remember the paragraph)

8. one problem on volumes

9. A wire of length 42c.m. is made into the form a rectangle such that the width is  

   double the length. Then what are the values of length and width respectively ( 7,14).

10. two trains are traveling       first train is

     65kmph and the speed of 2nd train is 29kmph. What is the distance b/w A&B such that the

     slower train reached 5hrs late compared to the faster train.

11. A motorboat whose speed is 15kmph in still water goes 30kmph downstream and comes

     back in a total of 4hrs 30min. the speed of the stream in kmph is (5kmph).

12. one problem on fig like group of rectangles and asked find the no of rectangles in that fig.

sorry I didn�t remember the remaining Q.
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